When completing the Census, adult learners need to include everyone who lives in their household.

Adult refugees and immigrants continue to express concern about the possible effects of Census completion on their status. As trusted voices, teachers and service providers can assure these adults that there is no citizenship question on the Census and that the information they provide will not be shared with any other government agencies.

Do you work with adult learners?

Pledge to help them be counted today!

Online Census Practice Form

Use this free online tool to help your adult learners develop their digital literacy skills as they learn to navigate and complete the online Census form.

Check out the online tool.

The tool looks and reads exactly like the actual online Census site. Help icons throughout provide explanations in popup balloons. Teaching tips are provided in a Note to Teachers on the landing page. Navigate to the tool here: [https://tinyurl.com/censuspractice](https://tinyurl.com/censuspractice)

Information that learners enter on the tool is not saved, stored, or sent to the Census Bureau. The tool is based on the Census Bureau's own video tutorial.

The online practice form was developed by the New England Literacy Resource Center at World Education in partnership with the NCL.

Video Resources

- **This Is Me**: a collaborative recording of the song from The Greatest Showman, made by Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander artists. The video says: "We are here. We make no apologies. 2020 is the time to shape our future."

- Short videos on Census basics: [Census Made Simple](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZzZzZzZzZz) (English), [Mural](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mural) (English), [The Walk](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TheWalk) (Spanish)

- Videos in other languages (Mandarin, Cantonese, Filipino, Japanese, Korean, Vietnamese, Polish, Russian, Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander)

Find links to more teaching resources on the NCL Census teaching and learning page, and links to other Census information on the NCL Census resources page.
Why pledge?

Pledge To Be Counted! is an effort by NCL and its members to ensure a complete Census count, with a specific focus on adults with low levels of literacy, numeracy, and digital skill. We are asking individuals, programs, and organizations to pledge to help these adults understand the value of the Census and complete the Census form.

We will provide prizes to individuals and programs that report back on their efforts.

Take the Pledge!

Census Day is April 1!
Join us today to ensure a full and fair count.
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